2nd Day (London)

22nd-

April-009
Today we get up at 7:15. Then we had the breakfast and next we “caught” a
guide. With the guide we saw the center of London. We visited Nothing Hill. In this
street we visited differents places, universities, schools… After that we went to one
park with a very big statue, with gold in each corner there we other. Each statue was
about continent. Then we went to Piccadilly Circus and we had lunch in this street. In
the afternoon we went to Backinghan Palace and we saw the police change. After saw
the police change we went to one strange street. In this street there were a lot of
shops and we went to one Spanish Café. And finally we returned with the
underground to hotel.
3rd Day (London)
April-2009

23rdToday we get up at 7:15. After had

breakfast we caught the underground to go to the Tower of London. There we saw a lot
of things. I looked specially the Heny’s armours, shields etc. There we saw too the
Queen’s jawelly… One detail in this place is that always there are craws. When we went
out we saw the London Bridge, it’s a very beautiful bridge. After that we caught a boat
and travelled on the rive Themes. Next we walk a lot and we saw the Big Ben, the
supermarket Harrods and a lot of things and places. This was a very complete day.

4th Day (Brighton)

24th-April-2009
Now I am in my new bedroom in Brighton with Álvaro, Brais, Xulián and Diego.
Now I’m going to write about all my day. First in the morning we caught the
underground and we went to the British Museum, one of the Best museums in the
world. Inside the museum we saw a lot of things in a chronological order. We saw the
old Egypt, Europe, Greece… Then we went to Candem Town and we ate there. I ate a
delicious pizza. After eating we went to all the Candem Town area, and all the shops. I
baught a Liverpool t-shirt, after seeing his streets we arrived at the hotel and we
caught the bus to Brighton. When we arrived to Brighton were waiting some English
guys for us, and we had lunch with them and we saw the Brighton Pier.

5th Day (Brighton)

25th-April-2009
Today we get up “ de milagro” because the alarm o’clock didn’t blow, but Brais
got up at 7:15 and ring us. After has breakfast we caught the public bus to Newhaven
Fort. We was all the morning there. We ate in Newhaven Fort, we ate sandwiches and I

baught a ice cream. After eating we had free time. In the afternoon we saw ravines
and we walked near the beach. At the end of the day we had lunch in a Indian
restaurant. In the night we went to the theme park and I was in a traction.
6th Day (Brighton)
2009

26th-April-

Today we did a few things but we was very tired because we walked a lot. In the
morning we walked around Brighton and then we had lunch in a park, picnic, after
have lunch we played rounders. At the end of the day we paint ceramic.
7th Day (Brighton)
2009

27th-AprilToday we walked a lot and we had a lot of cold. We

got up at quarter pat eight, then we went to had breakfast , milk, toasts, cereals and
jam. After that we caught a public bus to go to Seven Sisters. There was raining lot and
we had go could. We walked to one beach and we saw a cliff. Then we went to ate to a
closed place, we ate a sandwich with cheese and ham , juice and for dessert we ate
one sweet and orange or apple. After eating we waited the bus and we go back to the
hotel for had shower, because we was wet!

10th Day (Brighton)

30th-April-2009

Today we get up very early. We passed all the day in Falmer High School and we
had four lessons. Our first lesson was cook and cooked one limon cake after that we
had break then we had two consecutive lessons, first music and dram and then
computers, after lunch.

11th Day (Brighton)

1st-may-2009
Today was the past day with English people, and I tried to enjoy this day. First
we went to Lewes one old house. In this house we saw a lot of things from this years.
Then we had free time and we baught t-shirts, etc. After that we went to had dinner at
5:30 and then we went to the party. Y enjoyed the party and finally we said god bye to
all English people and came back to the hotel.

Royal Pavillion

Teachers!!

